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electronic products. Q: How to identify a
strongly typed DropDownList for each

object in a collection? I am using a
collection of objects as a data source for a

collection of dropdown lists. Each
dropdown has the same data binded (a

reference to a child object). I have
attempted to use a tag helper on the parent
object like so: This does not work as the

value of the object is for example "3" and
not the correct ID. I have also tried to
define a common tag helper for the

collection like so: Then using the ID for
each of the objects in the collection.

Neither of these have worked for me but I
am hoping that there is a better solution,

any help will be appreciated. A: The id of
the "parent" is the same as the id of the

"child" (I have no idea what "child" means
but think there's a typo). If you're binding a
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property in each of the objects in the
collection, you can use nested iterations of
the Html Helpers. @foreach (var property

in Model) {
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